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*trigger warning*
So this shit is just whining about race and gender? Fucking Christ, the Chinese learn about quantum mechanics and are putting quantum satellites in space, and we learn to hate white men.

Fuck my western society up famalam.
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Fuck my western society up famalam.

??
How about you talk about CODING and not fake societal issues, Fucking social justice cunt
ask more questions
“What’s your pain point?”
“Is it painful enough that you’d try something else?”
asked *real* questions
asked real questions
Answers By Developer Team! :)
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* who actually know what they’re talking about and have spent years thinking about these problems, and all day making this poster for you. Look at all the pretty colors! But we’re sure you’ll figure it out in the 3 hours you spend talking to yourselves about issues you know little to nothing about. kthxbai!
asked real questions
asked real questions

to the right people
building for vs. building with
vulnerable
weak
ask more questions
ask real questions
ask uncomfortable questions
dare to be vulnerable
thank you
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